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CHAPTER

10 Machine Translation

“I want to talk the dialect of your people. It’s no use of talking unless
people understand what you say.”

Zora Neale Hurston, Moses, Man of the Mountain 1939, p. 121

This chapter introduces machine translation (MT), the use of computers to trans-machine
translation

MT late from one language to another.
Of course translation, in its full generality, such as the translation of literature, or

poetry, is a difficult, fascinating, and intensely human endeavor, as rich as any other
area of human creativity.

Machine translation in its present form therefore focuses on a number of very
practical tasks. Perhaps the most common current use of machine translation is
for information access. We might want to translate some instructions on the web,information

access
perhaps the recipe for a favorite dish, or the steps for putting together some furniture.
Or we might want to read an article in a newspaper, or get information from an
online resource like Wikipedia or a government webpage in some other language.
MT for information
access is probably
one of the most com-
mon uses of NLP
technology, and Google
Translate alone (shown above) translates hundreds of billions of words a day be-
tween over 100 languages. Improvements in machine translation can thus help re-
duce what is often called the digital divide in information access: the fact that muchdigital divide

more information is available in English and other languages spoken in wealthy
countries. Web searches in English return much more information than searches in
other languages, and online resources like Wikipedia are much larger in English and
other higher-resourced languages. High-quality translation can help provide infor-
mation to speakers of lower-resourced languages.

Another common use of machine translation is to aid human translators. MT sys-
tems are routinely used to produce a draft translation that is fixed up in a post-editingpost-editing

phase by a human translator. This task is often called computer-aided translation
or CAT. CAT is commonly used as part of localization: the task of adapting contentCAT

localization or a product to a particular language community.
Finally, a more recent application of MT is to in-the-moment human commu-

nication needs. This includes incremental translation, translating speech on-the-fly
before the entire sentence is complete, as is commonly used in simultaneous inter-
pretation. Image-centric translation can be used for example to use OCR of the text
on a phone camera image as input to an MT system to translate menus or street signs.

The standard algorithm for MT is the encoder-decoder network, an architectureencoder-
decoder

that we introduced in Chapter 9 for RNNs. Recall that encoder-decoder or sequence-
to-sequence models are used for tasks in which we need to map an input sequence to
an output sequence that is a complex function of the entire input sequence. Indeed,
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in machine translation, the words of the target language don’t necessarily agree with
the words of the source language in number or order. Consider translating the fol-
lowing made-up English sentence into Japanese.

(10.1) English: He wrote a letter to a friend
Japanese: tomodachi

friend
ni
to

tegami-o
letter

kaita
wrote

Note that the elements of the sentences are in very different places in the different
languages. In English, the verb is in the middle of the sentence, while in Japanese,
the verb kaita comes at the end. The Japanese sentence doesn’t require the pronoun
he, while English does.

Such differences between languages can be quite complex. In the following ac-
tual sentence from the United Nations, notice the many changes between the Chinese
sentence (we’ve given in red a word-by-word gloss of the Chinese characters) and
its English equivalent.

(10.2) 大会/General Assembly在/on 1982年/1982 12月/December 10日/10通过
了/adopted第37号/37th决议/resolution，核准了/approved第二
次/second探索/exploration及/and和平peaceful利用/using外层空
间/outer space会议/conference的/of各项/various建议/suggestions。

On 10 December 1982 , the General Assembly adopted resolution 37 in
which it endorsed the recommendations of the Second United Nations
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space .

Note the many ways the English and Chinese differ. For example the order-
ing differs in major ways; the Chinese order of the noun phrase is “peaceful using
outer space conference of suggestions” while the English has “suggestions of the ...
conference on peaceful use of outer space”). And the order differs in minor ways
(the date is ordered differently). English requires the in many places that Chinese
doesn’t, and adds some details (like “in which” and “it”) that aren’t necessary in
Chinese. Chinese doesn’t grammatically mark plurality on nouns (unlike English,
which has the “-s” in “recommendations”), and so the Chinese must use the modi-
fier各项/various to make it clear that there is not just one recommendation. English
capitalizes some words but not others. Encoder-decoder networks are very success-
ful at handling these sorts of complicated cases of sequence mappings.

We’ll begin in the next section by considering the linguistic background about
how languages vary, and the implications this variance has for the task of MT. Then
we’ll sketch out the standard algorithm, give details about things like input tokeniza-
tion and creating training corpora of parallel sentences, give some more low-level
details about the encoder-decoder network, and finally discuss how MT is evaluated,
introducing the simple chrF metric.

10.1 Language Divergences and Typology

There are about 7,000 languages in the world. Some aspects of human language
seem to be universal, holding true for every one of these languages, or are statisticaluniversal

universals, holding true for most of these languages. Many universals arise from the
functional role of language as a communicative system by humans. Every language,
for example, seems to have words for referring to people, for talking about eating and
drinking, for being polite or not. There are also structural linguistic universals; for
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example, every language seems to have nouns and verbs (Chapter 8), has ways to ask
questions, or issue commands, has linguistic mechanisms for indicating agreement
or disagreement.

Yet languages also differ in many ways (as has been pointed out since ancient
times; see Fig. 10.1). Understanding what causes such translation divergencestranslation

divergence
(Dorr, 1994) can help us build better MT models. We often distinguish the idiosyn-
cratic and lexical differences that must be dealt with one by one (the word for “dog”
differs wildly from language to language), from systematic differences that we can
model in a general way (many languages put the verb before the grammatical ob-
ject; others put the verb after the grammatical object). The study of these systematic
cross-linguistic similarities and differences is called linguistic typology. This sec-typology

tion sketches some typological facts that impact machine translation; the interested
reader should also look into WALS, the World Atlas of Language Structures, which
gives many typological facts about languages (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013).

Figure 10.1 The Tower of Babel, Pieter Bruegel 1563. Wikimedia Commons, from the
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.

10.1.1 Word Order Typology
As we hinted it in our example above comparing English and Japanese, languages
differ in the basic word order of verbs, subjects, and objects in simple declara-
tive clauses. German, French, English, and Mandarin, for example, are all SVOSVO

(Subject-Verb-Object) languages, meaning that the verb tends to come between
the subject and object. Hindi and Japanese, by contrast, are SOV languages, mean-SOV

ing that the verb tends to come at the end of basic clauses, and Irish and Arabic are
VSO languages. Two languages that share their basic word order type often haveVSO

other similarities. For example, VO languages generally have prepositions, whereas
OV languages generally have postpositions.
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Let’s look in more detail at the example we saw above. In this SVO English
sentence, the verb wrote is followed by its object a letter and the prepositional phrase
to a friend, in which the preposition to is followed by its argument a friend. Arabic,
with a VSO order, also has the verb before the object and prepositions. By contrast,
in the Japanese example that follows, each of these orderings is reversed; the verb is
preceded by its arguments, and the postposition follows its argument.

(10.3) English: He wrote a letter to a friend
Japanese: tomodachi

friend
ni
to

tegami-o
letter

kaita
wrote

Arabic: katabt
wrote

risāla
letter

li
to

ṡadq
friend

Other kinds of ordering preferences vary idiosyncratically from language to lan-
guage. In some SVO languages (like English and Mandarin) adjectives tend to
appear before verbs, while in others languages like Spanish and Modern Hebrew,
adjectives appear after the noun:

(10.4) Spanish bruja verde English green witch

(a) (b)

Figure 10.2 Examples of other word order differences: (a) In German, adverbs occur in
initial position that in English are more natural later, and tensed verbs occur in second posi-
tion. (b) In Mandarin, preposition phrases expressing goals often occur pre-verbally, unlike
in English.

Fig. 10.2 shows examples of other word order differences. All of these word
order differences between languages can cause problems for translation, requiring
the system to do huge structural reorderings as it generates the output.

10.1.2 Lexical Divergences
Of course we also need to translate the individual words from one language to an-
other. For any translation, the appropriate word can vary depending on the context.
The English source-language word bass, for example, can appear in Spanish as the
fish lubina or the musical instrument bajo. German uses two distinct words for what
in English would be called a wall: Wand for walls inside a building, and Mauer for
walls outside a building. Where English uses the word brother for any male sib-
ling, Chinese and many other languages have distinct words for older brother and
younger brother (Mandarin gege and didi, respectively). In all these cases, trans-
lating bass, wall, or brother from English would require a kind of specialization,
disambiguating the different uses of a word. For this reason the fields of MT and
Word Sense Disambiguation (Chapter 23) are closely linked.

Sometimes one language places more grammatical constraints on word choice
than another. We saw above that English marks nouns for whether they are singular
or plural. Mandarin doesn’t. Or French and Spanish, for example, mark grammat-
ical gender on adjectives, so an English translation into French requires specifying
adjective gender.
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The way that languages differ in lexically dividing up conceptual space may be
more complex than this one-to-many translation problem, leading to many-to-many
mappings. For example, Fig. 10.3 summarizes some of the complexities discussed
by Hutchins and Somers (1992) in translating English leg, foot, and paw, to French.
For example, when leg is used about an animal it’s translated as French jambe; but
about the leg of a journey, as French etape; if the leg is of a chair, we use French
pied.

Further, one language may have a lexical gap, where no word or phrase, shortlexical gap

of an explanatory footnote, can express the exact meaning of a word in the other
language. For example, English does not have a word that corresponds neatly to
Mandarin xiào or Japanese oyakōkōo (in English one has to make do with awkward
phrases like filial piety or loving child, or good son/daughter for both).

etape patte

jambe pied

   paw

        footleg
JOURNEY ANIMAL

HUMAN CHAIR

ANIMAL

BIRD

HUMAN

Figure 10.3 The complex overlap between English leg, foot, etc., and various French trans-
lations as discussed by Hutchins and Somers (1992).

Finally, languages differ systematically in how the conceptual properties of an
event are mapped onto specific words. Talmy (1985, 1991) noted that languages
can be characterized by whether direction of motion and manner of motion are
marked on the verb or on the “satellites”: particles, prepositional phrases, or ad-
verbial phrases. For example, a bottle floating out of a cave would be described in
English with the direction marked on the particle out, while in Spanish the direction
would be marked on the verb:

(10.5) English: The bottle floated out.
Spanish: La

The
botella
bottle

salió
exited

flotando.
floating.

Verb-framed languages mark the direction of motion on the verb (leaving theverb-framed

satellites to mark the manner of motion), like Spanish acercarse ‘approach’, al-
canzar ‘reach’, entrar ‘enter’, salir ‘exit’. Satellite-framed languages mark thesatellite-framed

direction of motion on the satellite (leaving the verb to mark the manner of motion),
like English crawl out, float off, jump down, run after. Languages like Japanese,
Tamil, and the many languages in the Romance, Semitic, and Mayan languages fam-
ilies, are verb-framed; Chinese as well as non-Romance Indo-European languages
like English, Swedish, Russian, Hindi, and Farsi are satellite framed (Talmy 1991,
Slobin 1996).

10.1.3 Morphological Typology
Morphologically, languages are often characterized along two dimensions of vari-
ation. The first is the number of morphemes per word, ranging from isolatingisolating

languages like Vietnamese and Cantonese, in which each word generally has one
morpheme, to polysynthetic languages like Siberian Yupik (“Eskimo”), in which apolysynthetic

single word may have very many morphemes, corresponding to a whole sentence in
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English. The second dimension is the degree to which morphemes are segmentable,
ranging from agglutinative languages like Turkish, in which morphemes have rel-agglutinative

atively clean boundaries, to fusion languages like Russian, in which a single affixfusion

may conflate multiple morphemes, like -om in the word stolom (table-SG-INSTR-
DECL1), which fuses the distinct morphological categories instrumental, singular,
and first declension.

Translating between languages with rich morphology requires dealing with struc-
ture below the word level, and for this reason modern systems generally use subword
models like the wordpiece or BPE models of Section 10.2.1.

10.1.4 Referential density
Finally, languages vary along a typological dimension related to the things they tend
to omit. Some languages, like English, require that we use an explicit pronoun when
talking about a referent that is given in the discourse. In other languages, however,
we can sometimes omit pronouns altogether, as the following example from Spanish
shows1:

(10.6) [El jefe]i dio con un libro. /0i Mostró su hallazgo a un descifrador ambulante.
[The boss] came upon a book. [He] showed his find to a wandering decoder.

Languages that can omit pronouns are called pro-drop languages. Even amongpro-drop

the pro-drop languages, there are marked differences in frequencies of omission.
Japanese and Chinese, for example, tend to omit far more than does Spanish. This
dimension of variation across languages is called the dimension of referential den-
sity. We say that languages that tend to use more pronouns are more referentiallyreferential

density
dense than those that use more zeros. Referentially sparse languages, like Chinese or
Japanese, that require the hearer to do more inferential work to recover antecedents
are also called cold languages. Languages that are more explicit and make it easiercold language

for the hearer are called hot languages. The terms hot and cold are borrowed fromhot language

Marshall McLuhan’s 1964 distinction between hot media like movies, which fill in
many details for the viewer, versus cold media like comics, which require the reader
to do more inferential work to fill out the representation (Bickel, 2003).

Translating from languages with extensive pro-drop, like Chinese or Japanese, to
non-pro-drop languages like English can be difficult since the model must somehow
identify each zero and recover who or what is being talked about in order to insert
the proper pronoun.

10.2 Machine Translation using Encoder-Decoder

The standard architecture for MT is the encoder-decoder transformer or sequence-
to-sequence model, an architecture we saw for RNNs in Chapter 9. We’ll see the
details of how to apply this architecture to transformers in Section 10.3, but first let’s
talk about the overall task.

Most machine translation tasks make the simplification that we can translate each
sentence independently, so we’ll just consider individual sentences for now. Given
a sentence in a source language, the MT task is then to generate a corresponding
sentence in a target language. For example, an MT system is given an English
sentence like
1 Here we use the /0-notation; we’ll introduce this and discuss this issue further in Chapter 26
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The green witch arrived

and must translate it into the Spanish sentence:

Llegó la bruja verde

MT uses supervised machine learning: at training time the system is given a
large set of parallel sentences (each sentence in a source language matched with
a sentence in the target language), and learns to map source sentences into target
sentences. In practice, rather than using words (as in the example above), we split
the sentences into a sequence of subword tokens (tokens can be words, or subwords,
or individual characters). The systems are then trained to maximize the probability
of the sequence of tokens in the target language y1, ...,ym given the sequence of
tokens in the source language x1, ...,xn:

P(y1, . . . ,ym|x1, . . . ,xn) (10.7)

Rather than use the input tokens directly, the encoder-decoder architecture con-
sists of two components, an encoder and a decoder. The encoder takes the input
words x = [x1, . . . ,xn] and produces an intermediate context h. At decoding time, the
system takes h and, word by word, generates the output y:

h = encoder(x) (10.8)

yi+1 = decoder(h,y1, . . . ,yi)) ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] (10.9)

In the next two sections we’ll talk about subword tokenization, and then how to get
parallel corpora for training, and then we’ll introduce the details of the encoder-
decoder architecture.

10.2.1 Tokenization
Machine translation systems use a vocabulary that is fixed in advance, and rather
than using space-separated words, this vocabulary is generated with subword to-
kenization algorithms, like the BPE algorithm sketched in Chapter 2. A shared
vocabulary is used for the source and target languages, which makes it easy to copy
tokens (like names) from source to target. Using subword tokenization with tokens
shared between languages makes it natural to translate between languages like En-
glish or Hindi that use spaces to separate words, and languages like Chinese or Thai
that don’t.

We build the vocabulary by running a subword tokenization algorithm on a cor-
pus that contains both source and target language data.

Rather than the simple BPE algorithm from Fig. ??, modern systems often use
more powerful tokenization algorithms. Some systems (like BERT) use a variant of
BPE called the wordpiece algorithm, which instead of choosing the most frequentwordpiece

set of tokens to merge, chooses merges based on which one most increases the lan-
guage model probability of the tokenization. Wordpieces use a special symbol at the
beginning of each token; here’s a resulting tokenization from the Google MT system
(Wu et al., 2016):

words: Jet makers feud over seat width with big orders at stake
wordpieces: J et makers fe ud over seat width with big orders at stake

The wordpiece algorithm is given a training corpus and a desired vocabulary size
V, and proceeds as follows:
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1. Initialize the wordpiece lexicon with characters (for example a subset of Uni-
code characters, collapsing all the remaining characters to a special unknown
character token).

2. Repeat until there are V wordpieces:
(a) Train an n-gram language model on the training corpus, using the current

set of wordpieces.
(b) Consider the set of possible new wordpieces made by concatenating two

wordpieces from the current lexicon. Choose the one new wordpiece that
most increases the language model probability of the training corpus.

Recall that with BPE we had to specify the number of merges to perform; in
wordpiece, by contrast, we specify the total vocabulary, which is a more intuitive
parameter. A vocabulary of 8K to 32K word pieces is commonly used.

An even more commonly used tokenization algorithm is (somewhat ambigu-
ously) called the unigram algorithm (Kudo, 2018) or sometimes the SentencePieceunigram

SentencePiece algorithm, and is used in systems like ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020) and T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020). (Because unigram is the default tokenization algorithm used in
a library called SentencePiece that adds a useful wrapper around tokenization algo-
rithms (Kudo and Richardson, 2018), authors often say they are using SentencePiece
tokenization but really mean they are using the unigram algorithm)).

In unigram tokenization, instead of building up a vocabulary by merging tokens,
we start with a huge vocabulary of every individual unicode character plus all fre-
quent sequences of characters (including all space-separated words, for languages
with spaces), and iteratively remove some tokens to get to a desired final vocabulary
size. The algorithm is complex (involving suffix-trees for efficiently storing many
tokens, and the EM algorithm for iteratively assigning probabilities to tokens), so we
don’t give it here, but see Kudo (2018) and Kudo and Richardson (2018). Roughly
speaking the algorithm proceeds iteratively by estimating the probability of each
token, tokenizing the input data using various tokenizations, then removing a per-
centage of tokens that don’t occur in high-probability tokenization, and then iterates
until the vocabulary has been reduced down to the desired number of tokens.

Why does unigram tokenization work better than BPE? BPE tends to creates lots
of very small non-meaningful tokens (because BPE can only create larger words or
morphemes by merging characters one at a time), and it also tends to merge very
common tokens, like the suffix ed, onto their neighbors. We can see from these
examples from Bostrom and Durrett (2020) that unigram tends to produce tokens
that are more semantically meaningful:

Original: corrupted Original: Completely preposterous suggestions
BPE: cor rupted BPE: Comple t ely prep ost erous suggest ions

Unigram: corrupt ed Unigram: Complete ly pre post er ous suggestion s

10.2.2 Creating the Training data
Machine translation models are trained on a parallel corpus, sometimes called aparallel corpus

bitext, a text that appears in two (or more) languages. Large numbers of paral-
lel corpora are available. Some are governmental; the Europarl corpus (Koehn,Europarl

2005), extracted from the proceedings of the European Parliament, contains between
400,000 and 2 million sentences each from 21 European languages. The United Na-
tions Parallel Corpus contains on the order of 10 million sentences in the six official
languages of the United Nations (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Span-
ish) Ziemski et al. (2016). Other parallel corpora have been made from movie and
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TV subtitles, like the OpenSubtitles corpus (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016), or from
general web text, like the ParaCrawl corpus of 223 million sentence pairs between
23 EU languages and English extracted from the CommonCrawl Bañón et al. (2020).

Sentence alignment

Standard training corpora for MT come as aligned pairs of sentences. When creat-
ing new corpora, for example for underresourced languages or new domains, these
sentence alignments must be created. Fig. 10.4 gives a sample hypothetical sentence
alignment.

F1: -Bonjour, dit le petit prince.

F2: -Bonjour, dit le marchand de pilules perfectionnées qui 
apaisent la soif.
F3: On en avale une par semaine et l'on n'éprouve plus le 
besoin de boire.
F4: -C’est une grosse économie de temps, dit le marchand.

F5: Les experts ont fait des calculs.

F6: On épargne cinquante-trois minutes par semaine.

F7: “Moi, se dit le petit prince, si j'avais cinquante-trois minutes 
à dépenser, je marcherais tout doucement vers une fontaine..."

E1: “Good morning," said the little prince.

E2: “Good morning," said the merchant.

E3: This was a merchant who sold pills that had 
been perfected to quench thirst.

E4: You just swallow one pill a week and you 
won’t feel the need for anything to drink.

E5: “They save a huge amount of time," said the merchant.

E6: “Fifty−three minutes a week."

E7: “If I had  fifty−three minutes to spend?" said the 
little prince to himself. 

E8: “I would take a stroll to a spring of fresh water”

Figure 10.4 A sample alignment between sentences in English and French, with sentences extracted from
Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s Le Petit Prince and a hypothetical translation. Sentence alignment takes sentences
e1, ...,en, and f1, ..., fn and finds minimal sets of sentences that are translations of each other, including single
sentence mappings like (e1,f1), (e4,f3), (e5,f4), (e6,f6) as well as 2-1 alignments (e2/e3,f2), (e7/e8,f7), and null
alignments (f5).

Given two documents that are translations of each other, we generally need two
steps to produce sentence alignments:

• a cost function that takes a span of source sentences and a span of target sen-
tences and returns a score measuring how likely these spans are to be transla-
tions.

• an alignment algorithm that takes these scores to find a good alignment be-
tween the documents.

To score the similarity of sentences across languages, we need to make use of
a multilingual embedding space, in which sentences from different languages are
in the same embedding space (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019). Given such a space,
cosine similarity of such embeddings provides a natural scoring function (Schwenk,
2018). Thompson and Koehn (2019) give the following cost function between two
sentences or spans x,y from the source and target documents respectively:

c(x,y) =
(1− cos(x,y))nSents(x) nSents(y)

∑S
s=1 1− cos(x,ys)+

∑S
s=1 1− cos(xs,y)

(10.10)

where nSents() gives the number of sentences (this biases the metric toward many
alignments of single sentences instead of aligning very large spans). The denom-
inator helps to normalize the similarities, and so x1, ...,xS,y1, ...,yS, are randomly
selected sentences sampled from the respective documents.

Usually dynamic programming is used as the alignment algorithm (Gale and
Church, 1993), in a simple extension of the minimum edit distance algorithm we
introduced in Chapter 2.
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Finally, it’s helpful to do some corpus cleanup by removing noisy sentence pairs.
This can involve handwritten rules to remove low-precision pairs (for example re-
moving sentences that are too long, too short, have different URLs, or even pairs
that are too similar, suggesting that they were copies rather than translations). Or
pairs can be ranked by their multilingual embedding cosine score and low-scoring
pairs discarded.

10.3 Details of the Encoder-Decoder Model

Encoder

The green

llegó

witch arrived
<s> llegó

la

la

bruja

bruja

verde

verde

</s>

Decoder

cross-attention

transformer
blocks

Figure 10.5 The encoder-decoder transformer architecture for machine translation. The encoder uses the
transformer blocks we saw in Chapter 9, while the decoder uses a more powerful block with an extra cross-
attention layer that can attend to all the encoder words. We’ll see this in more detail in the next section.

The standard architecture for MT is the encoder-decoder transformer. The encoder-
decoder architecture was introduced already for RNNs in Chapter 9, and the trans-
former version has the same idea. Fig. 10.5 shows the intuition of the architecture
at a high level You’ll see that the encoder-decoder architecture is made up of two
transformers: an encoder, which is the same as the basic transformers from Chap-
ter 10, and a decoder, which is augmented with a special new layer called the cross-
attention layer. The encoder takes the source language input words X = x1, ...,xT
and maps them to an output representation Henc = h1, ...,hT ; usually via N = 6
stacked encoder blocks.

The decoder, just like the encoder-decoder RNN, is essentially a conditional
language model that attends to the encoder representation and generates the target
words one by one, at each timestep conditioning on the source sentence and the
previously generated target language words to generate a token. This can use any of
the decoding methods discussed in Chapter 10: greedy decoding in which case we
generate the most probable token ŷt (we’ll use w to stand for tokens here):

ŷt = argmaxw∈VP(w|x,y1...yt−1) (10.11)

or we can use beam search, or sampling methods like temperature sampling.
But the components of the architecture differ somewhat from the RNN and also

from the transformer block we’ve seen. First, in order to attend to the source lan-
guage, the transformer blocks in the decoder have an extra cross-attention layer.
Recall that the transformer block of Chapter 10 consists of a self-attention layer
that attends to the input from the previous layer, followed by layer norm, a feed
forward layer, and another layer norm. The decoder transformer block includes an
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extra layer with a special kind of attention, cross-attention (also sometimes calledcross-attention

encoder-decoder attention or source attention). Cross-attention has the same form
as the multi-headed self-attention in a normal transformer block, except that while
the queries as usual come from the previous layer of the decoder, the keys and values
come from the output of the encoder.

Self-Attention Layer

Layer Normalize

Feedforward Layer

Layer Normalize

Encoder

x1 x2 x3 xn…

+

+

Causal Self-Attention Layer

Layer Normalize

Cross-Attention Layer

Layer Normalize

Decoder

+

+

hnhnhn …

Feedforward Layer

Layer Normalize

+

hn

Encoder
Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

y3y2y1 … yn

Decoder
Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Linear Layer

Figure 10.6 The transformer block for the encoder and the decoder. The final output of
the encoder Henc = h1, ...,hT is the context used in the decoder. The decoder is a standard
transformer except with one extra layer, the cross-attention layer, which takes that decoder
output Henc and uses it to form its K and V inputs.

That is, the final output of the encoder Henc = h1, ...,ht is multiplied by the
cross-attention layer’s key weights WK and value weights WV, but the output from
the prior decoder layer Hdec[i−1] is multiplied by the cross-attention layer’s query
weights WQ:

Q = WQHdec[i−1]; K = WKHenc; V = WVHenc (10.12)

CrossAttention(Q,K,V) = softmax
(

QKᵀ

√
dk

)
V (10.13)

The cross attention thus allows the decoder to attend to each of the source language
words as projected into the entire encoder final output representations. The other
attention layer in each decoder block, the self-attention layer, is the same causal (left-
to-right) self-attention that we saw in Chapter 9. The self-attention in the encoder,
however, is allowed to look ahead at the entire source language text.

To train an encoder-decoder model, we use the same self-supervision model we
used for training encoder-decoders RNNs in Chapter 9. The network is given the
source text and then starting with the separator token is trained autoregressively to
predict the next token yt , using cross-entropy loss:

LCE(ŷt ,yt) = − log ŷt [wt+1] (10.14)
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As in that case, we use teacher forcing in the decoder. Recall that in teacher forc-teacher forcing

ing, at each time step in decoding we force the system to use the gold target token
from training as the next input xt+1, rather than allowing it to rely on the (possibly
erroneous) decoder output ŷt .

10.4 Translating in low-resource situations

For some languages, and especially for English, online resources are widely avail-
able. There are many large parallel corpora that contain translations between En-
glish and many languages. But the vast majority of the world’s languages do not
have large parallel training texts available. An important ongoing research question
is how to get good translation with lesser resourced languages. The resource prob-
lem can even be true for high resource languages when we need to translate into low
resource domains (for example in a particular genre that happens to have very little
bitext).

Here we briefly introduce two commonly used approaches for dealing with this
data sparsity: backtranslation, which is a special case of the general statistical
technique called data augmentation, and multilingual models, and also discuss
some socio-technical issues.

10.4.1 Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is a statistical technique for dealing with insufficient training
data, by adding new synthetic data that is generated from the current natural data.

The most common data augmentation technique for machine translation is called
backtranslation. Backtranslation relies on the intuition that while parallel corporabacktranslation

may be limited for particular languages or domains, we can often find a large (or
at least larger) monolingual corpus, to add to the smaller parallel corpora that are
available. The algorithm makes use of monolingual corpora in the target language
by creating synthetic bitexts.

In backtranslation, our goal is to improve source-to-target MT, given a small
parallel text (a bitext) in the source/target languages, and some monolingual data in
the target language. We first use the bitext to train a MT system in the reverse di-
rection: a target-to-source MT system . We then use it to translate the monolingual
target data to the source language. Now we can add this synthetic bitext (natural
target sentences, aligned with MT-produced source sentences) to our training data,
and retrain our source-to-target MT model. For example suppose we want to trans-
late from Navajo to English but only have a small Navajo-English bitext, although of
course we can find lots of monolingual English data. We use the small bitext to build
an MT engine going the other way (from English to Navajo). Once we translate the
monolingual English text to Navajo, we can add this synthetic Navajo/English bitext
to our training data.

Backtranslation has various parameters. One is how we generate the backtrans-
lated data; we can run the decoder in greedy inference, or use beam search. Or we
can do sampling, like the temperature sampling algorithm we saw in Chapter 10.
Another parameter is the ratio of backtranslated data to natural bitext data; we can
choose to upsample the bitext data (include multiple copies of each sentence). In
general backtranslation works surprisingly well; one estimate suggests that a system
trained on backtranslated text gets about 2/3 of the gain as would training on the
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same amount of natural bitext (Edunov et al., 2018).

10.4.2 Multilingual models
The models we’ve described so far are for bilingual translation: one source language,
one target language. It’s also possible to build a multilingual translator.

In a multilingual translator, we train the system by giving it parallel sentences
in many different pairs of languages. That means we need to tell the system which
language to translate from and to! We tell the system which language is which
by adding a special token ls to the encoder specifying the source language we’re
translating from, and a special token lt to the decoder telling it the target language
we’d like to translate into.

Thus we slightly update Eq. 10.9 above to add these tokens in Eq. 10.16:

h = encoder(x, ls) (10.15)

yi+1 = decoder(h, lt ,y1, . . . ,yi)) ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] (10.16)

One advantage of a multilingual model is that they can improve the translation
of lower-resourced languages by drawing on information from a similar language
in the training data that happens to have more resources. Perhaps we don’t know
the meaning of a word in Galician, but the word appears in the similar and higher-
resourced language Spanish.

10.4.3 Sociotechnical issues
Many issues in dealing with low-resource languages go beyond the purely technical.
One problem is that for low-resource languages, especially from low-income coun-
tries, native speakers are often not involved as the curators for content selection, as
the language technologists, or as the evaluators who measure performance (∀ et al.,
2020). Indeed, one well-known study that manually audited a large set of parallel
corpora and other major multilingual datasets found that for many of the corpora,
less than of the sentences were of acceptable quality, with a lot of data consisting of
repeated sentences with web boilerplate or incorrect translations, suggesting that na-
tive speakers may not have been sufficiently involved in the data process (Kreutzer
et al., 2022).

Other issues, like the tendency of many MT approaches to focus on the case
where one of the languages is English (Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2020), have to
do with allocation of resources. Where most large multilingual systems were trained
on bitexts in which English was one of the two languages, recent huge corporate
systems like those of Fan et al. (2021) and Team et al. (2022) and datasets like
Schwenk et al. (2021) attempt to handle large numbers of languages (up to 200
languages) and create bitexts between many more pairs of languages and not just
through English.

At the smaller end, ∀ et al. (2020) propose a participatory design process to
encourage content creators, curators, and language technologists who speak these
low-resourced languages to participate in developing MT algorithms. They provide
online groups, mentoring, and infrastructure, and report on a case study on devel-
oping MT algorithms for low-resource African languages. Among their conclusions
was perform MT evaluation by post-editing rather than direct evaluation, since hav-
ing labelers edit an MT system and then measure the distance between the MT output
and its post-edited version both was simpler to train evaluators and makes it easier to
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measure true errors in the MT output and not differences due to linguistic variation
(Bentivogli et al., 2018).

10.5 MT Evaluation

Translations are evaluated along two dimensions:

1. adequacy: how well the translation captures the exact meaning of the sourceadequacy

sentence. Sometimes called faithfulness or fidelity.
2. fluency: how fluent the translation is in the target language (is it grammatical,fluency

clear, readable, natural).

Using humans to evaluate is most accurate, but automatic metrics are also used for
convenience.

10.5.1 Using Human Raters to Evaluate MT
The most accurate evaluations use human raters, such as online crowdworkers, to
evaluate each translation along the two dimensions. For example, along the dimen-
sion of fluency, we can ask how intelligible, how clear, how readable, or how natural
the MT output (the target text) is. We can give the raters a scale, for example, from
1 (totally unintelligible) to 5 (totally intelligible, or 1 to 100, and ask them to rate
each sentence or paragraph of the MT output.

We can do the same thing to judge the second dimension, adequacy, using raters
to assign scores on a scale. If we have bilingual raters, we can give them the source
sentence and a proposed target sentence, and rate, on a 5-point or 100-point scale,
how much of the information in the source was preserved in the target. If we only
have monolingual raters but we have a good human translation of the source text, we
can give the monolingual raters the human reference translation and a target machine
translation and again rate how much information is preserved. An alternative is to
do ranking: give the raters a pair of candidate translations, and ask them which oneranking

they prefer.
Training of human raters (who are often online crowdworkers) is essential; raters

without translation expertise find it difficult to separate fluency and adequacy, and
so training includes examples carefully distinguishing these. Raters often disagree
(source sentences may be ambiguous, raters will have different world knowledge,
raters may apply scales differently). It is therefore common to remove outlier raters,
and (if we use a fine-grained enough scale) normalizing raters by subtracting the
mean from their scores and dividing by the variance.

As discussed above, an alternative way of using human raters is to have them
post-edit translations, taking the MT output and changing it minimally until they
feel it represents a correct translation. The difference between their post-edited
translations and the original MT output can then be used as a measure of quality.

10.5.2 Automatic Evaluation
While humans produce the best evaluations of machine translation output, running a
human evaluation can be time consuming and expensive. For this reason automatic
metrics are often used as temporary proxies. Automatic metrics are less accurate
than human evaluation, but can help test potential system improvements, and even
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be used as an automatic loss function for training. In this section we introduce two
families of such metrics, those based on character- or word-overlap and those based
on embedding similarity.

Automatic Evaluation by Character Overlap: chrF

The simplest and most robust metric for MT evaluation is called chrF, which standschrF

for character F-score (Popović, 2015). chrF (along with many other earlier related
metrics like BLEU, METEOR, TER, and others) is based on a simple intuition de-
rived from the pioneering work of Miller and Beebe-Center (1956): a good machine
translation will tend to contain characters and words that occur in a human trans-
lation of the same sentence. Consider a test set from a parallel corpus, in which
each source sentence has both a gold human target translation and a candidate MT
translation we’d like to evaluate. The chrF metric ranks each MT target sentence by
a function of the number of character n-gram overlaps with the human translation.

Given the hypothesis and the reference, chrF is given a parameter k indicating
the length of character n-grams to be considered, and computes the average of the
k precisions (unigram precision, bigram, and so on) and the average of the k recalls
(unigram recall, bigram recall, etc.):

chrP percentage of character 1-grams, 2-grams, ..., k-grams in the hypothesis that
occur in the reference, averaged.

chrR percentage of character 1-grams, 2-grams,..., k-grams in the reference that
occur in the hypothesis, averaged.

The metric then computes an F-score by combining chrP and chrR using a weighting
parameter β . It is common to set β = 2, thus weighing recall twice as much as
precision:

chrFβ = (1+β
2)

chrP · chrR
β 2 · chrP+ chrR

(10.17)

For β = 2, that would be:

chrF2 =
5 · chrP · chrR

4 · chrP+ chrR

For example, consider two hypotheses that we’d like to score against the refer-
ence translation witness for the past. Here are the hypotheses along with chrF values
computed using parameters k = β = 2 (in real examples, k would be a higher number
like 6):

REF: witness for the past,
HYP1: witness of the past, chrF2,2 = .86
HYP2: past witness chrF2,2 = .62

Let’s see how we computed that chrF value for HYP1 (we’ll leave the compu-
tation of the chrF value for HYP2 as an exercise for the reader). First, chrF ignores
spaces, so we’ll remove them from both the reference and hypothesis:

REF: witnessforthepast, (18 unigrams, 17 bigrams)
HYP1: witnessofthepast, (17 unigrams, 16 bigrams)

Next let’s see how many unigrams and bigrams match between the reference and
hypothesis:

unigrams that match: w i t n e s s f o t h e p a s t , (17 unigrams)
bigrams that match: wi it tn ne es ss th he ep pa as st t, (13 bigrams)
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We use that to compute the unigram and bigram precisions and recalls:

unigram P: 17/17 = 1 unigram R: 17/18 = .944
bigram P: 13/16 = .813 bigram R: 13/17 = .765

Finally we average to get chrP and chrR, and compute the F-score:

chrP = (17/17+13/16)/2 = .906
chrR = (17/18+13/17)/2 = .855

chrF2,2 = 5
chrP∗ chrR

4chrP+ chrR
= .86

chrF is simple, robust, and correlates very well with human judgments in many
languages (Kocmi et al., 2021).

Alternative overlap metric: BLEU

There are various alternative overlap metrics. For example, before the development
of chrF, it was common to use a word-based overlap metric called BLEU (for BiLin-
gual Evaluation Understudy), that is purely precision-based rather than combining
precision and recall (Papineni et al., 2002). The BLEU score for a corpus of candi-
date translation sentences is a function of the n-gram word precision over all the
sentences combined with a brevity penalty computed over the corpus as a whole.

What do we mean by n-gram precision? Consider a corpus composed of a single
sentence. The unigram precision for this corpus is the percentage of unigram tokens
in the candidate translation that also occur in the reference translation, and ditto for
bigrams and so on, up to 4-grams. BLEU extends this unigram metric to the whole
corpus by computing the numerator as the sum over all sentences of the counts of all
the unigram types that also occur in the reference translation, and the denominator
is the total of the counts of all unigrams in all candidate sentences. We compute
this n-gram precision for unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and 4-grams and take the
geometric mean. BLEU has many further complications, including a brevity penalty
for penalizing candidate translations that are too short, and it also requires the n-
gram counts be clipped in a particular way.

Because BLEU is a word-based metric, it is very sensitive to word tokenization,
making it impossible to compare different systems if they rely on different tokeniza-
tion standards, and doesn’t work as well in languages with complex morphology.
Nonetheless, you will sometimes still see systems evaluated by BLEU, particularly
for translation into English. In such cases it’s important to use packages that enforce
standardization for tokenization like SACREBLEU (Post, 2018).

Statistical Significance Testing for MT evals

Character or word overlap-based metrics like chrF (or BLEU, or etc.) are mainly
used to compare two systems, with the goal of answering questions like: did the
new algorithm we just invented improve our MT system? To know if the difference
between the chrF scores of two MT systems is a significant difference, we use the
paired bootstrap test, or the similar randomization test.

To get a confidence interval on a single chrF score using the bootstrap test, recall
from Section ?? that we take our test set (or devset) and create thousands of pseudo-
testsets by repeatedly sampling with replacement from the original test set. We now
compute the chrF score of each of the pseudo-testsets. If we drop the top 2.5% and
bottom 2.5% of the scores, the remaining scores will give us the 95% confidence
interval for the chrF score of our system.
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To compare two MT systems A and B, we draw the same set of pseudo-testsets,
and compute the chrF scores for each of them. We then compute the percentage of
pseudo-test-sets in which A has a higher chrF score than B.

chrF: Limitations

While automatic character and word-overlap metrics like chrF or BLEU are useful,
they have important limitations. chrF is very local: a large phrase that is moved
around might barely change the chrF score at all, and chrF can’t evaluate cross-
sentence properties of a document like its discourse coherence (Chapter 27). chrF
and similar automatic metrics also do poorly at comparing very different kinds of
systems, such as comparing human-aided translation against machine translation, or
different machine translation architectures against each other (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006). Instead, automatic overlap metrics like chrF are most appropriate when eval-
uating changes to a single system.

10.5.3 Automatic Evaluation: Embedding-Based Methods
The chrF metric is based on measuring the exact character n-grams a human refer-
ence and candidate machine translation have in common. However, this criterion
is overly strict, since a good translation may use alternate words or paraphrases. A
solution first pioneered in early metrics like METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005)
was to allow synonyms to match between the reference x and candidate x̃. More
recent metrics use BERT or other embeddings to implement this intuition.

For example, in some situations we might have datasets that have human as-
sessments of translation quality. Such datasets consists of tuples (x, x̃,r), where
x = (x1, . . . ,xn) is a reference translation, x̃ = (x̃1, . . . , x̃m) is a candidate machine
translation, and r ∈ R is a human rating that expresses the quality of x̃ with respect
to x. Given such data, algorithms like COMET (Rei et al., 2020) BLEURT (Sellam
et al., 2020) train a predictor on the human-labeled datasets, for example by passing
x and x̃ through a version of BERT (trained with extra pretraining, and then fine-
tuned on the human-labeled sentences), followed by a linear layer that is trained to
predict r. The output of such models correlates highly with human labels.

In other cases, however, we don’t have such human-labeled datasets. In that case
we can measure the similarity of x and x̃ by the similarity of their embeddings. The
BERTSCORE algorithm (Zhang et al., 2020) shown in Fig. 10.7, for example, passes
the reference x and the candidate x̃ through BERT, computing a BERT embedding
for each token xi and x̃ j. Each pair of tokens (xi, x̃ j) is scored by its cosine xi·x̃ j

|xi||x̃ j | .
Each token in x is matched to a token in x̃ to compute recall, and each token in x̃
is matched to a token in x to compute precision (with each token greedily matched
to the most similar token in the corresponding sentence). BERTSCORE provides
precision and recall (and hence F1):

RBERT =
1
|x|
∑

xi∈x

max
x̃ j∈x̃

xi · x̃ j PBERT =
1
|x̃|
∑

x̃ j∈x̃

max
xi∈x

xi · x̃ j (10.18)

10.6 Bias and Ethical Issues

Machine translation raises many of the same ethical issues that we’ve discussed in
earlier chapters. For example, consider MT systems translating from Hungarian
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Reference
the weather is 
cold today

Candidate
it is freezing today

Candidate

Contextual
Embedding

Pairwise Cosine
Similarity

RBERT = (0.713�1.27)+(0.515�7.94)+...
1.27+7.94+1.82+7.90+8.88
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x̂
<latexit sha1_base64="5QTnVRVSrnyzznVU7d5bF5u03Iw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp0x9TzJ5mg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8VumnhieUTeiI9yxVNOLGz+bnzsiZVYYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbJa9XPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGOS/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCBZ3iFNydxXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB7A8j8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5QTnVRVSrnyzznVU7d5bF5u03Iw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp0x9TzJ5mg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8VumnhieUTeiI9yxVNOLGz+bnzsiZVYYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbJa9XPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGOS/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCBZ3iFNydxXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB7A8j8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5QTnVRVSrnyzznVU7d5bF5u03Iw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp0x9TzJ5mg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8VumnhieUTeiI9yxVNOLGz+bnzsiZVYYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbJa9XPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGOS/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCBZ3iFNydxXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB7A8j8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5QTnVRVSrnyzznVU7d5bF5u03Iw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp0x9TzJ5mg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8VumnhieUTeiI9yxVNOLGz+bnzsiZVYYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbJa9XPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGOS/06GQnOGcmoJZVrYWwkbU00Z2oQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCBZ3iFNydxXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB7A8j8k=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Illustration of the computation of the recall metric RBERT. Given the reference x and
candidate x̂, we compute BERT embeddings and pairwise cosine similarity. We highlight the greedy
matching in red, and include the optional idf importance weighting.

We experiment with different models (Section 4), using the tokenizer provided with each model.
Given a tokenized reference sentence x = hx1, . . . , xki, the embedding model generates a se-
quence of vectors hx1, . . . ,xki. Similarly, the tokenized candidate x̂ = hx̂1, . . . , x̂mi is mapped
to hx̂1, . . . , x̂li. The main model we use is BERT, which tokenizes the input text into a sequence
of word pieces (Wu et al., 2016), where unknown words are split into several commonly observed
sequences of characters. The representation for each word piece is computed with a Transformer
encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017) by repeatedly applying self-attention and nonlinear transformations
in an alternating fashion. BERT embeddings have been shown to benefit various NLP tasks (Devlin
et al., 2019; Liu, 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019a).

Similarity Measure The vector representation allows for a soft measure of similarity instead of
exact-string (Papineni et al., 2002) or heuristic (Banerjee & Lavie, 2005) matching. The cosine
similarity of a reference token xi and a candidate token x̂j is x>

i x̂j

kxikkx̂jk . We use pre-normalized
vectors, which reduces this calculation to the inner product x>

i x̂j . While this measure considers
tokens in isolation, the contextual embeddings contain information from the rest of the sentence.

BERTSCORE The complete score matches each token in x to a token in x̂ to compute recall,
and each token in x̂ to a token in x to compute precision. We use greedy matching to maximize
the matching similarity score,2 where each token is matched to the most similar token in the other
sentence. We combine precision and recall to compute an F1 measure. For a reference x and
candidate x̂, the recall, precision, and F1 scores are:

RBERT =
1

|x|
X

xi2x

max
x̂j2x̂

x>
i x̂j , PBERT =

1

|x̂|
X

x̂j2x̂

max
xi2x

x>
i x̂j , FBERT = 2

PBERT · RBERT

PBERT + RBERT
.

Importance Weighting Previous work on similarity measures demonstrated that rare words can
be more indicative for sentence similarity than common words (Banerjee & Lavie, 2005; Vedantam
et al., 2015). BERTSCORE enables us to easily incorporate importance weighting. We experiment
with inverse document frequency (idf) scores computed from the test corpus. Given M reference
sentences {x(i)}M

i=1, the idf score of a word-piece token w is

idf(w) = � log
1

M

MX

i=1

I[w 2 x(i)] ,

where I[·] is an indicator function. We do not use the full tf-idf measure because we process single
sentences, where the term frequency (tf) is likely 1. For example, recall with idf weighting is

RBERT =

P
xi2x idf(xi) maxx̂j2x̂ x>

i x̂jP
xi2x idf(xi)

.

Because we use reference sentences to compute idf , the idf scores remain the same for all systems
evaluated on a specific test set. We apply plus-one smoothing to handle unknown word pieces.

2We compare greedy matching with optimal assignment in Appendix C.

4

Figure 10.7 The computation of BERTSCORE recall from reference x and candidate x̂, from Figure 1 in
Zhang et al. (2020). This version shows an extended version of the metric in which tokens are also weighted by
their idf values.

(which has the gender neutral pronoun ő) or Spanish (which often drops pronouns)
into English (in which pronouns are obligatory, and they have grammatical gender).
When translating a reference to a person described without specified gender, MT
systems often default to male gender (Schiebinger 2014, Prates et al. 2019). And
MT systems often assign gender according to culture stereotypes of the sort we saw
in Section ??. Fig. 10.8 shows examples from Prates et al. (2019), in which Hun-
garian gender-neutral ő is a nurse is translated with she, but gender-neutral ő is a
CEO is translated with he. Prates et al. (2019) find that these stereotypes can’t com-
pletely be accounted for by gender bias in US labor statistics, because the biases are
amplified by MT systems, with pronouns being mapped to male or female gender
with a probability higher than if the mapping was based on actual labor employment
statistics.

Hungarian (gender neutral) source English MT output
ő egy ápoló she is a nurse
ő egy tudós he is a scientist
ő egy mérnök he is an engineer
ő egy pék he is a baker
ő egy tanár she is a teacher
ő egy esküvőszervező she is a wedding organizer
ő egy vezérigazgató he is a CEO

Figure 10.8 When translating from gender-neutral languages like Hungarian into English,
current MT systems interpret people from traditionally male-dominated occupations as male,
and traditionally female-dominated occupations as female (Prates et al., 2019).

Similarly, a recent challenge set, the WinoMT dataset (Stanovsky et al., 2019)
shows that MT systems perform worse when they are asked to translate sentences
that describe people with non-stereotypical gender roles, like “The doctor asked the
nurse to help her in the operation”.

Many ethical questions in MT require further research. One open problem is
developing metrics for knowing what our systems don’t know. This is because MT
systems can be used in urgent situations where human translators may be unavailable
or delayed: in medical domains, to help translate when patients and doctors don’t
speak the same language, or in legal domains, to help judges or lawyers communi-
cate with witnesses or defendants. In order to ‘do no harm’, systems need ways to
assign confidence values to candidate translations, so they can abstain from givingconfidence

incorrect translations that may cause harm.
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10.7 Summary

Machine translation is one of the most widely used applications of NLP, and the
encoder-decoder model, first developed for MT is a key tool that has applications
throughout NLP.

• Languages have divergences, both structural and lexical, that make translation
difficult.

• The linguistic field of typology investigates some of these differences; lan-
guages can be classified by their position along typological dimensions like
whether verbs precede their objects.

• Encoder-decoder networks (for transformers just as we saw in Chapter 9 for
RNNs) are composed of an encoder network that takes an input sequence
and creates a contextualized representation of it, the context. This context
representation is then passed to a decoder which generates a task-specific
output sequence.

• Cross-attention allows the transformer decoder to view information from all
the hidden states of the encoder.

• Machine translation models are trained on a parallel corpus, sometimes called
a bitext, a text that appears in two (or more) languages.

• Backtranslation is a way of making use of monolingual corpora in the target
language by running a pilot MT engine backwards to create synthetic bitexts.

• MT is evaluated by measuring a translation’s adequacy (how well it captures
the meaning of the source sentence) and fluency (how fluent or natural it is
in the target language). Human evaluation is the gold standard, but automatic
evaluation metrics like chrF, which measure character n-gram overlap with
human translations, or more recent metrics based on embedding similarity,
are also commonly used.

Bibliographical and Historical Notes
MT was proposed seriously by the late 1940s, soon after the birth of the computer
(Weaver, 1949/1955). In 1954, the first public demonstration of an MT system pro-
totype (Dostert, 1955) led to great excitement in the press (Hutchins, 1997). The
next decade saw a great flowering of ideas, prefiguring most subsequent develop-
ments. But this work was ahead of its time—implementations were limited by, for
example, the fact that pending the development of disks there was no good way to
store dictionary information.

As high-quality MT proved elusive (Bar-Hillel, 1960), there grew a consensus
on the need for better evaluation and more basic research in the new fields of for-
mal and computational linguistics. This consensus culminated in the famously crit-
ical ALPAC (Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee) report of 1966
(Pierce et al., 1966) that led in the mid 1960s to a dramatic cut in funding for MT
in the US. As MT research lost academic respectability, the Association for Ma-
chine Translation and Computational Linguistics dropped MT from its name. Some
MT developers, however, persevered, and there were early MT systems like Météo,
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which translated weather forecasts from English to French (Chandioux, 1976), and
industrial systems like Systran.

In the early years, the space of MT architectures spanned three general mod-
els. In direct translation, the system proceeds word-by-word through the source-
language text, translating each word incrementally. Direct translation uses a large
bilingual dictionary, each of whose entries is a small program with the job of trans-
lating one word. In transfer approaches, we first parse the input text and then ap-
ply rules to transform the source-language parse into a target language parse. We
then generate the target language sentence from the parse tree. In interlingua ap-
proaches, we analyze the source language text into some abstract meaning repre-
sentation, called an interlingua. We then generate into the target language from
this interlingual representation. A common way to visualize these three early ap-
proaches was the Vauquois triangle shown in Fig. 10.9. The triangle shows theVauquois

triangle
increasing depth of analysis required (on both the analysis and generation end) as
we move from the direct approach through transfer approaches to interlingual ap-
proaches. In addition, it shows the decreasing amount of transfer knowledge needed
as we move up the triangle, from huge amounts of transfer at the direct level (al-
most all knowledge is transfer knowledge for each word) through transfer (transfer
rules only for parse trees or thematic roles) through interlingua (no specific transfer
knowledge). We can view the encoder-decoder network as an interlingual approach,
with attention acting as an integration of direct and transfer, allowing words or their
representations to be directly accessed by the decoder.
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Figure 10.9 The Vauquois (1968) triangle.

Statistical methods began to be applied around 1990, enabled first by the devel-
opment of large bilingual corpora like the Hansard corpus of the proceedings of the
Canadian Parliament, which are kept in both French and English, and then by the
growth of the Web. Early on, a number of researchers showed that it was possible
to extract pairs of aligned sentences from bilingual corpora, using words or simple
cues like sentence length (Kay and Röscheisen 1988, Gale and Church 1991, Gale
and Church 1993, Kay and Röscheisen 1993).

At the same time, the IBM group, drawing directly on the noisy channel model
for speech recognition, proposed two related paradigms for statistical MT. Thesestatistical MT

include the generative algorithms that became known as IBM Models 1 throughIBM Models

5, implemented in the Candide system. The algorithms (except for the decoder)Candide

were published in full detail— encouraged by the US government who had par-
tially funded the work— which gave them a huge impact on the research community
(Brown et al. 1990, Brown et al. 1993).

The group also developed a discriminative approach, called MaxEnt (for maxi-
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mum entropy, an alternative formulation of logistic regression), which allowed many
features to be combined discriminatively rather than generatively (Berger et al.,
1996), which was further developed by Och and Ney (2002).

By the turn of the century, most academic research on machine translation used
statistical MT, either in the generative or discriminative mode. An extended version
of the generative approach, called phrase-based translation was developed, basedphrase-based

translation
on inducing translations for phrase-pairs (Och 1998, Marcu and Wong 2002, Koehn
et al. (2003), Och and Ney 2004, Deng and Byrne 2005, inter alia).

Once automatic metrics like BLEU were developed (Papineni et al., 2002), the
discriminative log linear formulation (Och and Ney, 2004), drawing from the IBM
MaxEnt work (Berger et al., 1996), was used to directly optimize evaluation metrics
like BLEU in a method known as Minimum Error Rate Training, or MERT (Och,MERT

2003), also drawing from speech recognition models (Chou et al., 1993). Toolkits
like GIZA (Och and Ney, 2003) and Moses (Koehn et al. 2006, Zens and Ney 2007)Moses

were widely used.
There were also approaches around the turn of the century that were based on

syntactic structure (Chapter 17). Models based on transduction grammars (alsotransduction
grammars

called synchronous grammars assign a parallel syntactic tree structure to a pair of
sentences in different languages, with the goal of translating the sentences by ap-
plying reordering operations on the trees. From a generative perspective, we can
view a transduction grammar as generating pairs of aligned sentences in two lan-
guages. Some of the most widely used models included the inversion transduction
grammar (Wu, 1996) and synchronous context-free grammars (Chiang, 2005),

inversion
transduction

grammar
Neural networks had been applied at various times to various aspects of machine

translation; for example Schwenk et al. (2006) showed how to use neural language
models to replace n-gram language models in a Spanish-English system based on
IBM Model 4. The modern neural encoder-decoder approach was pioneered by
Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013), who used a CNN encoder and an RNN decoder,
and was first applied to MT by Bahdanau et al. (2015). The transformer encoder-
decoder was proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017) (see the History section of Chap-
ter 10).

Research on evaluation of machine translation began quite early. Miller and
Beebe-Center (1956) proposed a number of methods drawing on work in psycholin-
guistics. These included the use of cloze and Shannon tasks to measure intelligibility
as well as a metric of edit distance from a human translation, the intuition that un-
derlies all modern overlap-based automatic evaluation metrics. The ALPAC report
included an early evaluation study conducted by John Carroll that was extremely in-
fluential (Pierce et al., 1966, Appendix 10). Carroll proposed distinct measures for
fidelity and intelligibility, and had raters score them subjectively on 9-point scales.
Much early evaluation work focuses on automatic word-overlap metrics like BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), TER (Translation Error Rate)
(Snover et al., 2006), Precision and Recall (Turian et al., 2003), and METEOR
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005); character n-gram overlap methods like chrF (Popović,
2015) came later. More recent evaluation work, echoing the ALPAC report, has
emphasized the importance of careful statistical methodology and the use of human
evaluation (Kocmi et al., 2021; Marie et al., 2021).

The early history of MT is surveyed in Hutchins 1986 and 1997; Nirenburg et al.
(2002) collects early readings. See Croft (1990) or Comrie (1989) for introductions
to linguistic typology.
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Exercises
10.1 Compute by hand the chrF2,2 score for HYP2 on page 15 (the answer should

round to .62).
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